PRAISE REPORT
September 20, 2017
A MIRACLE HEALING
Many of you know Charles Frederick, who manages our Halfway House Ministry. In the last
two years, GOD has used him to grow this ministry, to bring many of the ex-offenders to
Christ, to bring many of these men to CHCC and to have many of these men baptized.
Three months ago, Charles was helping his fiancé, who operates a dirt bike track near Byers,
Colorado. He was a flag man, to ensure the safety of the fans watching the races. While
talking to a fan, unbeknownst to Charles, one of the riders lost control of his bike and
collided with Charles. Charles was knocked out and seriously hurt. When he regained
consciousness, lying in the dirt, he saw that his right lower leg bone was snapped in half and
was at a ninety degree angle to his leg. He was rushed to the nearest hospital.
After three hours of surgery, during which they put a metal stake in his leg bone, screws to
hold the bones together, and lots of staples to bring his skin together, the doctor told him
that it would take over a year for the leg to fully recover.
This was terrible news for Charles, as he earns his living in construction. This meant that he
would not have a steady source of income for at least a year! When he got over the initial
shock of his situation, Charles prayed, giving his situation to GOD.
Though the last three months have been difficult, Charles’ spirit had remained positive,
knowing that there was some purpose behind this accident.
Last week, Charles went to the doctor for his monthly check-up on how the leg was
mending. X-rays were taken. The doctor showed Charles the X-rays and said, “This is
amazing!” Charles looked at the X-rays, but did not know what the doctor was talking
about. He asked, “What is it.” I don’t see anything.” “Exactly,” the doctor replied, as he
pulled out the X-rays from the previous month. He then showed Charles the difference in the
two X-rays, and explained, “I have no explanation for this. I’ve been doing this for over 30
years and I’ve never seen a leg heal this quickly. I won’t have to see you anymore.” (Just last
month he had explained to Charles they would be looking at these breaks for at least a year)
Charles had an explanation! Charles, his family and his friends had been praying constantly
for three months, asking GOD for a complete and speedy recovery. Also, Jeremy
(The worship leader at Cherry Hills) has been proclaiming healing over the church this last
month! Prayers were answered. “PRAISE GOD”
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